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An experienced and detail-oriented professional that is driven by helping and 
supporting others and thrives when part of an organization that embodies the 
same views.

2010 – 2011
THEATRE TECHNICIAN - ABC CORPORATION

 Assist various teams of workers in setting up theatrical productions, lectures, 
and concerts.

 Run lighting console, sound console, and projections.
 Experienced in dealing with many different types of lectures, concerts, and 

theatrical productions, in several venues.
 Was part of the team that maintains and runs the theater including setting up 

the stage and the lights (for various events including plays, concerts.
 Had other responsibilities such as lighting, sound, and stagehand.
 Managed theatre crew responsible for theatre events that include the hiring and

training of technical staff.
 Performed technical operations, which included operating and setting up 

lighting and sound equipment.

2008 – 2010
THEATRE TECHNICIAN - DELTA CORPORATION

 Assist various teams of workers in setting up theatrical productions, lectures, 
and concerts.

 Run lighting console, sound console, and projections.
 Experienced in dealing with many different types of lectures, concerts, and 

theatrical productions, in several venues.
 Was part of the team that maintains and runs the theater including setting up 

the stage and the lights (for various events including plays, concerts.
 Had other responsibilities such as lighting, sound, and stagehand.
 Managed theatre crew responsible for theatre events that include the hiring and

training of technical staff.
 Performed technical operations, which included operating and setting up 

lighting and sound equipment.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Art in English - (The Ohio State University - Columbus, OH)
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SKILLS

Customer Service, Inventory Management.
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